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About This Game

The Multidimensional Underwear Drawer is an otome visual novel, in which young Hana finds eternal love … or death!

After a long time, Hana is single again. The breakup with her boyfriend Jan has hit her quite hard. While her best friend
Kerstin and her childhood friend Furio try their best to free Hana from her depression, she focuses completely on her work

and drowns herself in self-pity on the weekend.
But her gloomy mood summons two entities far worse: Two demons start inhabiting her apartment, in order to feed off her

strained soul: Tymoteusz and Einar – One residing in her underwear drawer (which he also has happened to turn into a gate to
hell itself), while the other possesses her teddy bear.

Adding to that chaos, her neighbor Blanche seems to have taken a rather special interest in Hana as well.
It’s the dawn of a hard time for her: Two demons occupying her home, a lesbian besieging her and two friends constantly

pampering her. On top of all that, her ex shows up to reconquer his lost love …

Which way will be the right one for Hana? Which will lead to bliss? Which will lead to loneliness or even death? As Hana
decides, so do you!

No false bottom! The Multidimensional Underwear Drawer is a full game with five different routes, including one for
Yuri-enthusiasts! <3

No DLC or microtransactions. You pay once and get EVERYTHING!
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Every Decision Matters! There is no meaningless decision. Every single one influences your Lovemeter!

Atmospheric CGs! Every route will receive their own CG.

Linguistic Proficiency! We strive to bring you amusing and intelligent dialogue, both in German and English!

How Often Do You Die? With our Death Counter, how many times you have failed to achieve eternal bliss!

Rewarding for Achievement Hunters! Over all 5 routes you will be able to unlock a total of 46 achievements!

Educational! Over the course of the game, you will encounter several Info-Boxes, filled with funny as well as hilarious
explanations for references within the dialogue so that nothing bars your enjoyment of The Multidimensional Underwear
Drawer. But don’t worry: You can simply choose to ignore the boxes if you don’t want them ;)
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Title: The Multidimensional Underwear Drawer
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
KamiyaSoft
Publisher:
BirchTreeGames
Release Date: 31 Aug, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, 8, 10

Processor: Pentium 4 (1.8 Ghz)

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Display 1280x720 (16:9)

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: OnBoard

Additional Notes: Need some time to start

English,German
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10/10 - by far the best Snowboard game ever. The BS 5s alone makes it money well spend.

. NovaLogic <3. Absolutely no effort went into making this joke of a game. Starting with the logo of the clowns who made this
weak attempt of a game. Static Backgrounds, poor crappy scrolling, mind-bendingly stupid designed enemys.. dont play if you
dont want to spend the rest of your life on it. Not what I expected at all. Too boring for me, and too short.. Get's boring after a
couple of hours. Nothing to do.. i was told to change all negative into positive reviews. Rowan and Orlando The Peanut
Merchant.. Lame. You play as a sticky ball that rolls along the edge of things and tries to beat other sticky balls to the
objectives. It sounds lame because it is. It has local co-op, which I didn't try, but I'm sure that would still be lame. But do check
out the video for this game in its Community Hub, which is hilarious.. Full Disclosure: I was given a copy for review on
YouTube by the publisher.

Probably one of the weirdest experiences I have ever had. I can see why you would classify it as horror, but the game isn't really
scary. Euclidean is simply falling, watching the world move around you while trying to avoid deadly creature by phasing through
them. A very creative game and definitely worth trying out if you love atmospheric horror.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DSmq0Y2gc6Q
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Got it for the 2EPB, but it was definetly worth the purchase. At only 12 USD, this is a bang for your buck.
My only complaint is the 4CIG which a complete mess. the guard buzzer is the High horn... anyways, this pack gets a...

7\/10. For an EA the gameplay is fun and it looks promising if the ideas that the group have come through. The graphics are
somewhat basic but it again it is an EA so I am fine with that.. It's pretty dang fun. Not easy either. Getting the hang of it takes a
few minutes and usually dying a time or two. It's got a lot of potential, and it's improving. I look forward to seeing where this
goes. Throwing grenades, and using some of the automatic weapons rock. Loot and mow down hoards of creatures, fly around a
find things to loot and fight? I'll have more please.

It has it's bugs that need fixing. Some minor improvments as well, but over all it's fun. I'm looking forward to some updates.. Do
not buy. Developer inactive. Broken Game.. Got this game from a bundle so it works out i paid roughly £1 for this game, still
not worth it. Games dead, no updates in months if not a year and the most people i've seen "online" is 6. I quote "online"
because it's nearly impossible to actually get into a match with anyone else unless you arrange to play with friends.. this game is
so much fun! If you enjoy heroscape it is a must have.. It's another Unity Game yaaaaaaaay.

Except this takes the Cheap Unity Game Genre (Yes I am claiming it exists now) And actually gives you something that works.
It's a decent puzzle game with much room for inventive scenarios. A level editor would have been nice. But once again "Cheap
Unity Game."

It's playable, its cheap, its fun at times, and it works. And as most Cheap Unity Games have it has Trading cards. Overall it
seems like a game that would be in a Math Game site under the "Physics Games" disguise so they can have real games there
also.

It should bring you an unspecified amount of time of enjoyment. Depending on where you stand in the I like "Puzzle Games
scale." I'd recommend if it goes cheap to grab it though. It's worth the money with 60 levels.

Refunct Mac, Linux, SteamOS Release + Update 3:

Hey all! Refunct has just been released on Mac, Linux and SteamOS including Update 3 which improves gameplay, input,
visuals, consistency and overall polish:

Added support for Metal (Mac) and OpenGL (Mac, Linux, SteamOS)

Added real-time planar water reflections

Added ocean ground

Added reticle scaling above 1080p
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Added anti-aliasing setting

Added framerate limit setting

Added supersampling to resolution scale setting

Added ability to close all menus using menu button

Added moving mouse to Continue button on showing menu

Added showing logo during game load

Added cross-platform cloud save synchronization

Improved climbing smoothness in edge cases

Improved movement consistency by re-snapping all objects to grid

Improved music transitions

Improved game completion text quality

Improved shadow quality

Improved auto detecting quality settings taking resolution into account

Fixed one frame input delay

Fixed one frame visual pop-in delay

Fixed starting game in full-screen properly

Fixed field of view value for non-16:9 aspect ratios

Fixed travel pipe translucency order under water

Fixed button beacon color under water

Fixed music transition after game completion

Fixed mouse visibility after clicking background of menu

Fixed z-fighting of one pillar

Fixed wall-jump when being exactly in between two pillars

Fixed sensitivity setting rounding for certain values

Fixed resolution setting order

Fixed playing faint sounds on game start

Removed game pause in menu to increase immersion

Tweaked pipe travel speed
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Tweaked water effects, water colors, sky colors and cloud density

Tweaked collectibles' light intensity

Tweaked game intro and outro duration

Tweaked quality scaling

Tweaked default field of view (from 100° to 105°)

Before getting Refunct on the new platforms please keep these current engine limitations in mind:

Real-time planar water reflections do not work in OpenGL (Linux, SteamOS and Macs from before 2012 or with
macOS before 10.11)

Steam overlay does not work on Mac

Steam screenshots do not work on Mac, Linux and SteamOS

This has been Refunct's biggest update yet and to celebrate Refunct will be 50% off this week so please tell your friends!

http://store.steampowered.com/app/406150. 8 More Free Team Skins Added:

8 More Free Team Skins Added:

 Baltimore

 Chicago

 Dallas

 Houston

 Indianapolis

 Los Angeles 2

 Seattle

 Tennessee
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. Ski Drive: Biathlon Ski Drive: Biathlon is available now!:
Snowmobile biathlon is something new. Exciting races, shooting firearms, bright snowmobile models and amazing winter
landscapes are waiting!
Fans of extreme sport, shooter game and snowy weather appreciate our app.
We look forward to your feedback!
If you notice any errors in the game, please contact us.
Winter Legend Team.. Improved Specials Screen:
Hello!

Here's one that greatly expands on the game's Specials Screen and some other odds and ends.

SPECIAL SCREEN. Death end re;Quest™ Boots Up on Steam... May 16!:

World’s Odyssey will complete downloading onto your PC… THIS MAY! PC users can now rejoice as Death
end re;Quest™  heads to Steam® on May 16 with a Deluxe Pack! There will be a WEEKLONG 20% OFF discount on
both the game and Deluxe Pack! Users can save an additional 20% with the Deluxe Bundle (Game + Deluxe Pack) which
has a permanent 20% OFF DISCOUNT. 

The game includes all the original game content found in the Japanese and Western releases and will also include English,
Japanese, and Traditional Chinese subtitles.

Steam users will be able to grab the free and paid DLC originally available on the PlayStation®4 version. The Summer
Swimsuit Bundle (FREE) will be available to download on June 4.
*PlayStation™Network & Physical Retail Exclusives bonus weapon DLC will not be included in the Steam release.

Death end re;Quest™ takes the classic turn-based RPG and turns it on its head, allowing you to jump at will between the RPG
action of the game world, and the investigative visual novel segments of the real world. You'll need to explore both to unearth
the mysteries of the game. In the game world, you'll fight engaging RPG battles where you can create chain reaction attacks
with the right angles, and even switch game genres from RPG into fighting, shooting, slot, puzzle, and billiards! In the realm of
game development, it may seem all fun and games until the lines between fantasy and reality begin to blur. 

Check out the Deluxe Pack contents below!
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Deluxe Pack ($9.99):. PCMark 10 Update Released:
PCMark 10 v1.0.1413 

This is a minor update. Benchmark scores are not affected.

Improved. v0.8.2 - Fixes and improvements:
- Fixed a bug with gravedigger taking gold when you would hit ressurect with no heroes.
- Removed restrictions when playing a map again, you are now free again to farm pots and gold as you see fit.
- Reworked gold and pot UI in game, it now shows what you have found during your current quest, it also shows you how many
pots there are in the map in total.
- Fixed some issues with desaparing icons at crafting ui screen.
- Fixed a crash when the last hero in the room would die.
- Fixed an issue with goblin witches not showing magic shields above their head.
- Fixed a small isue with path lines showing in wrong place when entering a secret door.
- Potion of resistance now gives you 2 magic shields, no random.
- Blacksmith now opens after you have completed 3 quests.
- When starting a new game, heroes have 1 healing potion each.
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